Synergistic Functions of Enzymes Bound to Semiconducting Layers.
Synthesis and cooperative functions of hybrid materials composed of enzyme and semiconducting layers are described in this chapter. The hybrids were produced via a simple physical interaction between the components, that is, electrostatic interaction in an aqueous solution. To form interstratifying enzymes in the galleries, solution pH, which is a key parameter to decide surface potential, should be adjusted appropriately. In other words, enzymes should have an opposite charge when compared to that of the layers at an identical pH. Even though the intercalation slightly reduced enzymatic activity as compared to those of the free enzymes, stability under cruel conditions was drastically improved due to screening effect of semiconducting layers from extrinsic stimuli. In addition, photochemical control of redox enzymes sandwiched between semiconducting layers was accomplished. Light irradiation of the hybrids induced band gap excitation of the layers, and holes produced in the valence band activated the enzymes. It was revealed that the semiconducting layers with magnetic elements might be useful to magnetic application (separation) of enzymes as similar to conventional magnetic beads.